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Terms

• Westcoast = South Wakashan
• Abbreviations:

• We call the predicate section of the basic clause the
Predicate Phrase (PredP)
• We call the participant section either Participant Phrase or 

Referring Phrase (RP)

Nuuchahnulth = N
Ditidaht MakahKyuquot Northern Central Barkley

Q T C B D M
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Linguistic	Background

• Westcoast provides significant challenges to syntactic analysis
• Are there lexical categories like noun and verb?

• Early claims that these languages lack a verb/noun distinction
• (Boas 1911) Sapir 1911, Swadesh 1938, Nakayama 2002
• Swadesh & Sapir were speaking of uninflected roots, which tends to be 

glossed over in citations.
• Later work has found evidence for category distinctions

• Jacobsen 1979, Wojdak 2001, Davidson 2002
• Jacobsen attempted to illuminate the whole syntactic system, but most 

work focused on noun/verb distinction.
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Linguistic	Background

• In	both	[Kwak’wala and	Nuuchahnulth]	the	stem	is,	as	far	as	its	
meaning	allows,	indifferently	verbal	or	nominal	and	one	or	more	
suffixes	are	required	to	give	rise	to	definitely	verbal	or	nominal	
complexes[.]	(Sapir	1911:17)	

• Normal	words	do	not	fall	into	classes	like	noun,	verb,	adjective,	
preposition,	but	all	sorts	of	ideas	and	their	expression	in	the	same	
general	type	of	word,	which	is	predicative	or	non-predicative	
according	to	its	paradigmatic	ending.	(Swadesh	1938:78)	
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Linguistic	Background

• …	Among	the	normal	words,	taken	in	isolation,	are	there	differences	
in	the	potentiality	of	occurring	as	arguments?	I	think	that	this	is	
clearly	the	case,	so	that	there	is,	for	example,	a	class	of	nouns	which	
may	occur	in	the	role	of	subject	or	object,	opposed	to	a	class	of	verbs	
which	may	not	directly	so	occur,	but	only	in	nominalized	form.	
(Jacobsen	1979:106)
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Claim

• We believe there are 9 word categories in Westcoast languages

• Noun
• Verb
• Adjective
• Adverb
• Interjection
• Pronoun
• Deictic
• Complementizer
• Conjunction

Lexical

Functional
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Structure	of	Clause

• Westcoast clause structure is significantly different from English
• The basic clause has the structure:

predicate =INFL [participants]
Q ʔuuʔuuqkʷ =is ̌ [nism̓a =ʔ]
C,T ʔuuʔuuquk =ʔis ̌ [nism̓a =ʔi]
B ʔuuʔuuquk =ma [nism̓e =ʔi]
D ʔuuʔuuquuk ̓ =a [disiba̓ʔk ̓ =aq]
M ʔuˑʔuˑquˑk =w [kʷicǐˑyeˑ =ʔiq]

beautiful =is [land =the]
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Structure	of	Clause

Verbs are canonical predicates, nouns canonical participants
(1)   M hitapa̓ł =al [ k ̓učkaˑpix ̌ ]

smell =INFL [ sea.urchin ]
The sea urchin smells. (Jacobsen 1979:121)

(2) T wiiḥc̓inu =ʔaƛuks [ huupuk ̓ʷas ]
emptying =INFL [ car ]
My car is getting empty (of gas).
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Structure	of	Clause

noun predicate

verb participant
(4) Q kaapap =iis [ huuḥtikšiiḥʔap =ʔi siičił ]

like =INFL [ teach =the me ]
I like [the one teaching me]

(3) M łaˑx̌u =w q̓idiˑƛ
man =INFL dog
It’s a male dog. (Jacobsen 1979:110)
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Structure	of	Clause

adjectival predicate, adjectival participant

How categories are used in main clause structure is not as rigid 
in Westcoast as in English

(5) D ƛułiiwiƛ̓ =ƛ daačiił =aʔƛ [ yii x̣ayaa =ʔaq ]

get.good =INFL see =INFL [ D3 far =the ]
He got good at seeing [ far away ]
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Verbs	and	Nouns

• Inflection is not helpful, but there are other morphological 
clues to verb vs noun distinction
• Aspect is a property of all lexical words in Westcoast

• Describes “shape of events” in time, timing in relation to other events
• Uncontroversially five aspects: continuous, complete, ongoing, 

repetitive, off-and-on.
• Verbs may occur in every aspect form
• Nouns+adjectives only in continuous & complete.

continuous complete ongoing repetitive off-and-on
(6) C mitxʷaa mitxsǐƛ miitxsǐƛ miitxmiitxʷa mitxmitxs ̌ ‘turn’
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Verbs	and	Nouns

• Nouns and adjectives when they have phonologically overt 
aspect always are continuous
• Special meaning in complete form: “become X”

• always verbal in complete form

continuous complete
(7) C ḥaw ̓ił chief (n) haw ̓iicǐƛ become chief (v)
(8) D dasǔk strong (adj) dasǐiwƛ become strong (v)
(9) M cubaˑ full (adj) cubiˑwiƛ fill up (v)
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Verbs	and	Nouns

• Some nouns have clear nominal affix -mis, -bis

• Other concepts have separate noun and verb forms

root foggy (adj) fog (n)
(10) C ʔucq̌- ʔucq̌ak ʔucq̌mis
(11) D ʔucq̌- ʔucq̌uk ʔucq̌ibs
(12) M ƛ̓iˑdaq- ƛ̓iˑdaqakʷ ƛ̓iˑdaqbis 

(13) C mamums work (n) mamuuk work (v)
(14) B hapaksim beard (n) hapaksuł have a beard (v)
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Verbs and	Nouns

• For participants (RPs), variation in use of article (Jacobsen)
• Nouns may appear as RPs with or without an article
• Verbs, adjectives, require article

(16) M daˑs =ʔits [ ti̓q̓ʷas =iq ]

see =PASS.1SG [ sitting.on.ground =ARTL ]
The one sitting on the ground sees me. (Jacobsen 1979:123)

(15)   M huˑdiˑ =waˑd [ c̓̌ita̓puk ]
drift.ashore =INFL [ whale ]
A whale has drifted ashore.
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Adjectives

• Westcoast has a set of transitive verbs that obligatorily occur as 
a suffix on the first word of their direct object.
• We’ve called these “suffix verbs” (Woo 2007)
• Ex:

• Multi-word objects:

(17)   M c ̌a̓pac c ̌a̓pac-dak ‘have canoe’
(18)   D kaapii kaapiq-xṣaa ‘want coffee’
(19)   B ʕiniiƛ ʕiłc ̌̓-iis ‘eat dog’
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(20)   M qacca̓ -nak tu̓ḥci̓ti
three have head
having three heads



Adjectives

• Even though verbs (with articles) can be participants, suffix 
verbs cannot attach to a verb as their object
• So: suffix verbs can’t chain*

(21)   Q * c ̌a̓pic -nik -L.ḥw ̓ał =ʔaqƛs
canoe -have -use =FUT.1SG

Intended: I will use someone who has a canoe

*Chaining okay when suffix noun+verb is zero-derived to noun, e.g., nasqyi̓k “for-beating” = “drumstick”
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Nouns,	Adjectives,	Verbs

noun adjective verb
article in RP optional required required
nominal derivation ✓ ⨉ ⨉
aspect continuous continuous all
object of suffix verb ✓ ✓ ⨉

*Quantifiers and numerals are adjectives
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Adverbs

• Can be a grammatical utterance alone

• Is interpretation an elided verb, or is yu̓uqʷaa a verb?
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(22)   B y̓uuqʷaa =mah ̣ puʕałʔatu .
also =1S tired
I’m also sleepy

(23)   B y̓uuqʷaa =mah ̣ .
also =1S

Me too.



Adverbs

• Adverbs preferentially occur before main predicate
• But Westcoast has a serial verb construction with identical syntax
• Is this actually a serial verb construction?

• Answer: Adverbs are not verbs, but a separate category
• Reason: Adverbs may not be RPs
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Adverbs

(24)   Q naquutac ̌ [ qii =ʔii mamuuk ]
give.water [ long =ARTL work ]

Give water to [the one working a long time]

Context: The men are working on a canoe. Now that one is helping. His father has 
been working a long time. Give him water, he’s been working a long time.

(26)   Q * naquutac ̌ [ qii =ʔii ]
give.water [ long =ARTL ]
Intended: Give water to [the one a long time] (working) 21

(25)   Q naquutac ̌ [ mamuukʷ =i ]
give.water [ work =ARTL ]
Intended: Give water to [the one working]



Adverbs

noun adjective verb adverb
may be full RP ✓ require artl require artl ⨉
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Adverbs

• Semantically, we expect modifiers-of-events (=adv) to be 
different from modifiers-of-individuals (=adj)
• Zero-derivation between adj/adv for small number of words

(27)   C ḥaaʔak =itwaʔiš ti̓kʷaa [ cǐms ]
strong =PST.HRSY dig [ bear ]
The bear was strongly digging (for food)

(28)   C ti̓kʷaa =itwaʔiš [ ḥaaʔak cǐms ]
dig =PST.HRSY [ strong bear ]
The strong bear was digging (*strongly)
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Pronouns

• Free pronouns may stand in for a full RP
• Free pronouns do not take the article

(29)   C na̓ac ̌̓ałuk ̓ =um [ ƛusmit =ʔi ]
look.after =COMMAND [ herring =artl ]
Look after [ the herring ]

(30)   C na̓ac ̌̓ałuk ̓ =um [ niiw ̓a (*=ʔi) ]
look.after =COMMAND [ us (*=artl) ]
Look after [ us ]
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Pronouns

• Pronouns occur in bound form as well
• Bound pronouns may be the object of suffix verbs
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(31)   C sisi -cǐnk =k .
me -talk.to =QUES.2
Are you talking to me?



Pronouns

• Predicative forms for pronouns occur only in Nuuchahnulth
• Phonologically distinct form bound & object forms

predicate participant take articles
nouns ✓ ✓ optional
pronouns N only ✓ never
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Deictics

• “Pointing words” (this, that, yonder)
• Like pronouns, deictics may stand in for a full RP (no article)

• Like pronouns (in N), deictics may be predicates

(26)   B wik̓aa =mah ̣ [ ʔaḥni̓i (*=ʔi) ]
not.hear =1SG [ that (*=ARTL) ]
I don’t hear [ that ]

(27)   Q ʔaḥni̓i =s ̌ [ cǐiya ]
that =INFL [ chair ]
There’s [ a chair ]
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Deictics

• Unlike pronouns, exactly 1 deictic may “introduce” an RP
• Article never attaches to deictic, but to following word

• There is a smaller level of structure inside RP: ArticleP
(=MoodP)

• Unlike pronouns, deictics never incorporate into suffix verb 
constructions

(28)   D ʔadaʕcx̌ ̣ =aʔƛi [ tii qooʔs =aq ]
how.old =QUES.3 [ this person =ARTL ]
How old is [ this guy ] ?
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Interjections

• Full utterance on their own
• May take (a subset of) mood inflection, sometimes just person 

or number (always optional)
• Never RPs

bare inflected
(29) B ƛ̓eekoo ƛ̓eekoomeʔic (mood, 2s obj) ‘thank you’
(30) N cǔu cǔuc ̌ (plural) ‘okay’
(31) N kaaʔa kaaʔas (1s obj) ‘give (me)’
(32) N waykaas ̌ — ‘praise!’
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Complementizers +	Conjunctions

• These are small classes of function words
• Nuuchahnulth is the only language with free complementizers
• Complementizers and conjunctions sometimes inflect
• Both classes appear to be on a cline from lexical words to 

grammaticized function words, with differing degrees of 
defectiveness (failure to inflect)
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Complementizer

• ʔin (C,T,Q)
• Does not take inflection

• ‘that’ ʔani (B) 
• Takes person inflection of following clause
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(34)   B ƛ̓eekoo ʔani =k siqiił =it
thank.you COMP =2S cook =PAST

Thank you for cooking

(33)   C ƛuł =ʔiick ʔin siqiił =itsuuk
good =2S COMP cook =PAST.2S

You are good that you cooked. (Thank you for cooking)



Participant	Conjunction

• ʔuḥʔiis ̌/ʔuḥʔis ̌ (N), ʔis ̌ (B, D, M)

• (ʔuh ̣)ʔiis ̌ only joins full RPs (article does not scope outside of conjoint)
• Transparently from ʔuh ̣ ‘be’ + ʔiis ̌ ‘strong mood, 3rd person’
• Does not inflect
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(35)   C ʔiiḥuk, ʔuḥʔiis ̌ ʔiiḥta̓na, ʔuḥʔiis ̌ ʔučknaḥʔis
big and not.so.big and little
There was a big (one), a not so big one, and a little one.



Participant	Conjunction

• ʔuḥʔiis ̌ is also used for joining numbers
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(36)   C caqiic ḥayu ʔuḥʔiis ̌ qacca̓ -qʔicȟ ̣ =ʔaqƛs
twenty ten and three -year =FUT.1S

I will be 33 years old.



Conjunction

• Clause conjunction
• Variety of words, some of which take inflection

• Clitic appears to come from ƛaʔuu ‘other’
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meaning N D M inflects
(37) ‘but’ ʔateʔis ̌ ʔata̓s ̌ 

(historical)
ʔatu yes (M uncertain)

(38) ‘even though’ ʔatquu ʔatquy ʔatquu no, portmanteau
(39) (‘and, also’) =ƛa — =ƛʔo —



Conclusions

• Despite earlier claims and common assumption, Westcoast 
languages do have syntactic word categories
• Structure of the clause in Westcoast is fairly rigid, and many 

categories can be used as either predicate and participant under 
the right conditions
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Conclusion
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Questions
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